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1. Introduction 
 

The purpose of this report is to investigate the roles of a textile / print 

designer in relation to the wider fashion industry. In addition to an ample job 

description and proof of the indispensable role of a textile designer in the 

fashion field, job related skills and responsibilities will be detailed as well. 

Furthermore, essential aspects such as the customer behavior, the market 

level, the collaboration between the key industry roles, technological 

changes, innovation, legislation and regulation will be developed in relation 

to the chosen career. The impact of current issues such as pollution or the 

COVID-19 pandemic on the textile print industry will be discussed, based on 

recent studies that provide insight information related to the near future. 

 

2. Research undertaken 
 

For a better understanding of the textile print designer job, from business-

related aspects to daily work activities, the courses of the Skillshare 

educational platform were used, this career pathway being less discussed in 

the Fashion course, rather related to surface pattern design. The Skillshare 

online platform brings together successful textile print designers with many 

years of experience in the field offering industry insights, explaining 

regulation and legislation topics and recommending additional readings on 

these topics. In order to make the connection between textile design job and 

the fashion industry, more books were used, such as "Print in Fashion", 

"Fashion Print Design", "Printed Textile Design", which approach the textile 

designer career from a fashion industry perspective and in relation to other 

key areas such as fashion design. The books "Printed Textile design" and 

"Handbook of textile design" detail the roles and the requirements that a 

textile designer must meet as well as the steps to complete a brief given by 
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the design team or the client. Lastly, job sites have been used to establish 

the skills required by the most employers in this field. The online platform 

“Business of Fashion” proved to be useful for a broader perspective on the 

field through interviews with fashion print designers and the analysis of 

different points of view depending on the development degree of the 

companies they work for. In terms of technology, innovation, sustainability 

and the impact of the COVID-19 virus on the textile industry, recent 

specialized journals have been used to analyze these long-term current 

issues. 

 

3. Findings 
 

a. Textile Print design, description, career, roles and responsibilities in the fashion 

industry 
 

Starting with the 21st century, fashion industry was marked by the desire of 

change, color and pattern; textile prints, before considered "without 

function" were gradually introduced, replacing the necessary with joy, 

distraction and decoration. The rapid evolution of technology made the use 

of prints possible on a large scale, allowing "designers to reinvent this sense 

of play” (Fogg, 2006). Thus, the profession of textile print designer was 

developed, which advanced from a secondary and peripheral role to an 

essential part of fashion industry: “Now it is all about pattern. Prints [...] 

have become integral to the way collections are put together” (Fogg, 2006). 

This change was gradually included in more formal environments, where 

women consolidated their position, opted for small pattern inserts and 

personalized office outfits by "allowing a softer, more individual approach to 

fashion in the business hierarchy" (Fogg, 2006). 
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Figure 1 (Fogg, 2006): Alexander Henry Fabrics, “Beauty Bar” print from 

2000 proves the rapid evolution of technology and the desire for colour.  

In fashion, compared to other fields that use patterns, the textile designer 

(known as print designer or digital creator) job involves more than making 

the print, experience in working with fabrics, technical knowledge, the ability 

to identify key prints / trends is expected as well (Fogg, 2006). Without 

them, the print becomes only an artistic expression, losing the practical side 

and its connection with the garment, the silhouette and the human body. The 

same idea is supported by the designer Mary Katrantzou who uses patterns 

as a defining aesthetic for her brand: “My work goes beyond print and I 

always focus on the silhouette and innovation in manufacturing. I use 

precision engineering to flatter the female form and I am interested in the 
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way that printed textiles can change the shape of a woman’s body” 

(Johnson, 2020). 

This is also the reason why, in the fashion industry, textile designers work in 

collaboration with design teams and pattern cutters, ensuring that there is 

continuity between cut, color, silhouette and print. In general, the purpose of 

a textile print designer is to create and produce a certain number of fashion 

prints in a previously set time period, being responsible for both the design 

part and the control of sampling (together with brand’s technicians, 

technologists and buyers) (Wilson, 2001) (Fernandez, 2009). In designing 

prints, its role is to interpret the personal and defining style of the fashion 

designer, as well as the personality, transposing them into an authentic 

pattern that is part of the story and DNA of the brand, like a piece in a 

puzzle. The difference is that the fashion designer initiates and leads the 

whole creation process, while the textile designer starts from the "designer's 

handwriting" that he develops in accordance with the decided creative 

direction: "We see ourselves as the facilitators". At the same time the print 

designer must put his own imprint, inserting his personal elements of style 

and vision, "Which are the reason why the client has chosen this person to 

carry out the design in the first place" (Fernandez, 2009).   
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Figure 2 (Coffman, 2012): Mary Katrantzou- prints as defining aesthetic. 

 

Figure 3 (Mary Katrantzou, 2011): Prints changing the silhouette- Mary 

Katrantzou Spring/Summer 2011 collection.  
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The print design project begins with a brief which is assigned by the design 

team / the client and which broadly includes the project concept as well as 

technical requirements such as: number and size of designs, target market 

or customer, color palette, costs etc. A good understanding of the targeted 

market level, which in turn is divided into three categories (high, mid and 

mass), provides clues about the quality of the print (simplified or complex) 

and the cost of the fabrics used. Also, textile pattern designers need to 

identify key trends that translate into stylish commercial prints that will 

make a new statement in fashion while minimizing the retailer's risk. The 

whole area of forecasting can lead to big losses if it is misinterpreted by the 

textile designer, which is why sales, marketing and production departments 

are usually consulted on this topic. Therefore, the brief must provide the 

textile designer with enough information to start the research, covering both 

the commercial and the creative part (Briggs-Goode, 2014).  

 

Figure 4 (Noel and Cailloux, 2015): Trend board. 
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Figure 5 (Noel and Cailloux, 2015): Sub-trend board with colors, shapes, 

textures and motives. 

The design process begins with inspiration research; brainstorming ideas and 

creating a mind map are proven to be useful at this stage. These two 

together with primary research ideas, which can be gathered from "more 

unlikely sources" (“[...] from the rain dripping down the window to the new 

piece of graffiti near my house.”), lead to the creation of a mood board to 

organize and keep information clear (Briggs-Goode, 2014). 
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Figure 6 (Piper, 2019): Design inspiration in terms of color, marks and 

proportion by Anna Piper. 

 

Figure 7 (Briggs-Goode, 2014): Mood board by Anna Piper. 

 

Figure 8 (Briggs-Goode, 2014): Anna Piper’s final design collection that show 

the development of marks and linear motifs. 
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The mood board or the early stages of the design are often presented to the 

design team / client and may be subject to change. The selection stage of 

the shapes and designs included later in the print involves intuition based on 

previous experiences and risk, this task of the designer being considered by 

Jacquie Wilson “closer to that of a manager rather than a researcher [...] or 

an artist” (Wilson, 2001). 

In addition to demonstrating creative skills, customer and market 

knowledge, it is essential for a textile print designer to prove critical 

judgement. This quality is necessary in making decisions for the selection of 

design ideas and for the constant verification that the prints created 

correspond to the initial brief, both from a technical and aesthetic point of 

view. Critical judgement can be developed by giving and receiving feedback 

from design-based people working in the same industry, while improving 

confidence in one's own design skills (Briggs-Goode, 2014). 

Therefore, to be a good textile designer you must demonstrate technical 

skills (advanced knowledge of Illustrator and Photoshop), experience in the 

fashion industry and with fabrics, interpretation of trends, sharp sense of 

fashion and artistic skills. However, on the lists of qualities needed for 

employment are listed other traits necessary for working in the fashion 

industry: excellent time management, good organizer, confidence, dynamism 

and versatility (Fashion Print Designer Jobs in November 2020, Careers & 

Recruitment - totaljobs, 2020) (Raaz, 2020).  

 

b. Commercial and legal aspects of textile print design 
 

For a print design to fulfill its commercial function, it involves collaboration 

between textile designers, buyers and merchandisers, therefore knowledge 

about retail trade and how it is structured in a fashion company is needed. 
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The roles of buyer and merchandiser are essential for any company, 

regardless of size, degree of development and type of retail, largely involving 

“getting the right product to the right place, at the right time [...] at the 

right price and in the right quantity " (Boardman, Parker-Stark, Henninger, 

2020). In other words, they ensure that the brand's products align with the 

trend of the season, the company's selling prices, the target market and the 

required quantity and quality while minimizing the risks and maximizing the 

profit. The two roles "run parallel to each other" and sometimes intersect: 

the buyer deals with purchase products that match the profile, customers 

and budget of the company, as well as the trend of the season while the 

merchandiser deals with product management and control, which are 

analyzed from a financial perspective (Boardman, Parker-Stark, Henninger, 

2020). Buyers and merchandisers collaborate with textile print designers and 

fashion designers to establish and interpret trends and to choose the basic 

ideas and concepts that will be developed in future collections. They also 

select final prints and garments ideas that meet the brand's criteria 

(customers, price ranges, etc.) ensuring the feasibility of the products from a 

commercial point of view. 

 

Figure 9: Criteria applied by buyers and merchandisers when selecting final 

designs. 
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Just as understanding the key roles in the fashion industry with which a 

textile designer will collaborate is essential, knowledge of legal design 

protection is "invaluable". Even though legal actions are often difficult to 

implement when it comes to "unscrupulous businesses (that) make money 

by copying ideas", it is necessary for a print designer to know the law and 

take all necessary measures to prevent, discourage or even sue (in extreme 

cases and with expert advice) unauthorized copies of one’s designs. From a 

legal point of view, there are several methods to protect original designs 

such as: copyright, license and design registration. Copyright legislation 

exists in every country, with small differences in content, the aim being to 

protect the design from being copied (Wilson, 2001). The main condition is 

that the protected work must be original, which can be proved in several 

ways at the time of application, the fastest and simplest being "signed and 

dated copies of the design drawings or photos certified and kept by a solicitor 

or intellectual property attorney” (qualified advisors) (Seeking intellectual 

property advice, 2020). Copyright work is marked with the internationally 

recognized © symbol, along with the designer’s name and authorization 

number and protects it for the life of the author plus fifty years, with the 

option to be extended by transfer to another person or sale. If a textile 

designer sells his prints to a company only to be used in a particular 

collection, this must be stated in writing with the specification "restricted 

copyright". Copyright-protected print designs can still be used by customers 

as long as they have received written permission through what is called a 

licensing contract. This clearly specifies the time period, geographic location 

and the product on which the prints will be applied, the designer benefiting 

from a percentage from sales. 

Another measure to protect work from being copied or used "irrespectively" 

is design registration; an additional measure that applies only to decorative 

and ornamental designs (which have an aesthetic role and not a functional 
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one). The registered design certificate allows the author to "use, sell, import 

and export" any product containing that print, for a period of five years with 

the possibility of extension. As the print design can be registered, new fabric 

construction inventions or new ways of making the print can receive the 

patent title (Wilson, 2001). 

 

c. Textile design industry – concerns, issues and sustainability 

 

Another important chapter related to textile design is printing methods, new 

technologies, their degree of sustainability as well as events that could have 

a major impact on the textile print industry. The choice of printing method 

has consequences not only for the design through lines, color, image quality, 

but also for the environment, which is why extensive knowledge is required. 

In this report we will study only the design printing methods widely used in 

the textile industry (screen printing and digital printing), as well as where 

they are predominately used depending on the geographical position and 

environmental consequences. The traditional screen-printing method is 

based on stenciling and involves effort throughout the process, leaving room 

for spontaneity and creativity. This method is preferred by many artists who 

feel a connection with their design, exploring and experimenting 

spontaneous touches. Fleet Bigwood explains the emotional experience and 

physicality of the handcrafted process: "Only when I lift the screen does it 

get exciting." Other textile designers prefer the advantages of digital 

printing, based on practical criteria rather than "romantic ideas about the 

process of printmaking" (Fogg, 2006). 
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Figure 10 (Fogg, 2006): Fleet Bigwood lifting the screen to check his new 

design on cloth. 

 

Figure 11 (Kornit Digital, 2018): Digital textile printing. 

Regardless of the arguments associated with the emotions or the 

practicability of the two methods, from the sustainability point of view one 
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thing is certain: the techniques used in the textile printing industry must 

change and improve, the impact on the environment being the main criteria. 

In this regard, digital textile printing has proven to be the most sustainable 

technology, its benefits ranging from reducing ink consumption and water 

pollution to efficiency in production process and logistics. By investing in dye 

sublimation and paper transfer technologies, there are significant gains not 

only for the environment but also for printing companies that enjoy 

immediate decrease in water and energy consumption. Given these benefits 

that add to other aspects (image quality and increased color gamut), 

European countries such as Spain, Turkey, Italy and Portugal are slowly 

integrating into the textile printing market, investing in digital technology 

(Benckhuysen, 2020). However, China is the world’s leader in textile printing 

and prefers cheap and fast solutions at the expense of investing in 

sustainable technology that brings higher profits, but over a longer period. 

Thus, 60% of the printed textiles industry concentrated in Asia uses 

traditional methods (screen printing) and cheap but toxic ink, based on 

chlorine-based chemicals. This damages not only the environment when 

released during printing, but also the skin that encounters plastisol-printed 

textiles, especially affecting newborns (You, 2020) (Grossman and Van 

Dusen, 2020). 

 

 

Figure 12 (Chen, Ding and Wu, 2015): The comparison between digital 

printing and screen printing (WW is average per meter and “direct” means 

waster wastage). 
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Figure 13 (You, 2020): Total volume of wastewater and waste gas produced 

from China's textile industry (1997–2006). 

 

In addition to the contradiction between China as a market leader and lagged 

of technology and sustainability awareness, the Covid-19 Pandemic will 

change the balance of power for meeting the new fashion demands. 

According to a recent study, the textile printing industry will reset to a "new 

normal" by 2027 reshaping and adapting to new market conditions. 

However, China will suffer the most, losing market power to other developing 

countries such as Germany and Japan, that invest in new textile printing 

technology and change the balance of power. This is a huge opportunity for 

future market competitors to consider new sustainability standards, 

developing less polluting technology and covering the segment left free by 

China, whose progress is hampered by uncertainties based on political and 

economic challengers (Iran Cultural and Press Institute, 2020) (Check, 

2020). 
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4. Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, a successful career in print design requires extensive 

knowledge about the fashion industry that includes creative, technical and 

commercial aspects. Using the skills acquired during University, I can create 

a continuity between design, print, silhouette and cut and look at a print 

design as a whole, judging by more criteria than the purely artistic one. With 

the experience I have in drawing, critical judgement and self-taught learning 

style I can progress by noticing my own mistakes and improving them. Also, 

the process and stages of print design are similar to those applied when 

creating garments: it always starts with a research about the customer and 

the brand style, the brief being consulted many times to ensure that the 

creative direction is the required one. This research helped me to deepen the 

knowledge I had about print design from the fashion industry perspective, to 

understand what skills are required and how important the collaboration 

between the roles of a company is. Due to this report, I researched the 

printing methods, this being one of the topics in which I have to deepen my 

knowledge further through experiments and practical work. I also need to 

study print heritage for supporting design inspiration and improve my digital 

drawing and CAD skills in order to combine my style of drawing using 

computer-based facilities. 
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